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a b s t r a c t

This paper introduces a novel concept of the pulsed neutron facility (PNF) for maximizing the production
of the thermal neutrons and its application to medical use based on prompt gamma neutron activation
analysis (PGNAA) using Monte Carlo simulations.

The PNF consists of a compact D-T neutron generator, a graphite pile, and a detection system using
Cadmium telluride (CdTe) detector arrays. The configuration of fuel pins in the graphite monolith and the
design and materials for the moderating layer were studied to optimize the thermal neutron yields.
Biological samples e normal and cancerous breast tissues e including chlorine, a trace element, were
used to investigate the sensitivity of the characteristic g-rays by neutron-trace material interactions and
the detector responses of multiple particles.

Around 90 % of neutrons emitted from a deuterium-tritium (D-T) neutron generator thermalized as
they passed through the graphite stockpile. The thermal neutrons captured the chlorines in the samples,
then the characteristic g-rays with specific energy levels of 6.12, 7.80 and 8.58 MeV were emitted. Since
the concentration of chlorine in the cancerous tissue is twice that in the normal tissue, the count ratio of
the characteristic g-rays of the cancerous tissue over the normal tissue is approximately 2.
© 2021 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In the past, a general neutron generator was usually used only
for well-logging for the oil field industry as a replacement for some
neutron sources such as AmBe and 252Cf [1]. Along with advan-
tages, application to neutron generators has been extended to a
wide range of areas for nuclear, biological, and medical science and
engineering as well as security [2].

A facility called the PNF was constructed to study material
analysis related to nuclear and biological materials consisting of
chemical elements using a D-T compact neutron generator. There
had been a TRIGA reactor since the 1960s, and it was shut down in
1998. A graphite-uranium subcritical (GUS) assembly including Al-
clad natural uranium annular fuel rods in a reactor-grade graphite
matrix had been a part of the TRIGA reactor [3]; recently, a pulsed
neutron generator was equipped for more expanded research
related to neutrons. Neutrons emitted and thermalized by this fa-
cility could be used as a source of the NAA method, which is a non-
destructive, rapid, safe, and precise way, for detection and
by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an op
identification of a specific element in chemical, biological, and
nuclear samples by the neutron absorption reactions, which create
characteristic g-rays of specific energy level [4e6].

This research provides a useful guideline for the novel disease
diagnostic method using PGNAA. Especially, characteristic g-rays
emitted from the interactions of thermalized neutrons with a trace
element, chlorine, were investigated and analyzed for breast cancer
diagnosis.
2. Model specification

The PNF is a characteristic system for research related to
neutron transports and neutron-material interactions. It makes this
facility possible to study nuclear material effects related to
moderator and fuel, material analysis based on the detection of
specific neutrons, or characteristic g-rays by the interactions of
neutrons with matters. Fig. 1 shows the PNF components e

Graphite assembly, D-T neutron generator, and detector array - and
MCNPX 2D model of the PNF consisting of a fueled graphite
monolith and a detection system [7].

The reactor-grade graphite assembly was constructed with
channels for Al-clad, natural uranium, annular fuel rods
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Fig. 1. PNF components (Left) and MCNPX 2D model of the PNF (Right).
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incorporating a pulsed D-T neutron generator to produce fast
neutrons. Its dimension is 152 � 152 cm2 with a 193 cm-height
surrounded by a 0.1 cm-thick cadmium liner and 0.3 cm-thick
aluminum panels. The model of the fuel pin was based on the
Savannah River natural uranium hollow slug of TRIGA [3]. This fuel
pin is cylindrical, and its height and diameter are 20.83 cm and
1.52 cm, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. It has a hollow space at the
center, and aluminum claddings surround the natural uranium fuel.
The MCNPX model presents the optimized PNF geometry with
seven fuel pins, which is explained in Section III.

The PNF holds a pulsed neutron generator in a central horizontal
beam port at the mid-plane of the graphite monolith. The neutron
generator uses D-T fusion reactions, D(T, n)4He, to produce high-
energy neutrons. The neutron generator generates isotropically
14.1-MeV neutrons of a yield of 3 � 108 particles/second with a
peak yield of 5 � 108 particles/second. This generator can also
regulate neutron pulses with pulse widths between 5 and
1000 ms at a frequency between 250 and 20,000 Hz [8]. The spectra
follow the Gaussian distribution curve centered. The graphite as-
sembly moderates the high-energy neutrons produced by the D-T
generator and the fuel pins cause a subsequent fission reaction
population.

As shown in Fig. 2, the detection system consists of a detector
array, a sample, and the appropriate shielding layers. This system
detects characteristic g-rays by thermal neutron capture g-ray re-
actions with the samplematerial. The detector units consist of eight
Fig. 2. Diagrams of the
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smaller detector subunits, which dimensions are 128 � 128-pixel
square. Since each pixel measures 350 mm2, each detector subunit
placed 7 cm away from the center of the sample, has a thin rect-
angular shape measuring 44.8 � 44.8 � 2.2 mm3 [9]. Cadmium
telluride (CdTe) is chosen as the detector material due to its high
spatial resolution, wide bandgap, higher detection efficiency, and
good electron transport characteristics at room temperature or
higher [10e14]. It could also detect both photon and neutron as
well as provide a non-destructive, rapid, safe, and precise way to
analyze the elemental contents in chemical, biological, and nuclear
samples [15e17]. The sample is located at the center of the detector
array for maximizing the detection of characteristic g-ray signals
created by the neutron interactions since the characteristic g-rays
were emitted isotropically. The sample has a cylindrical shape of a
2-cm radius and a 4.48-cm height and its density is 1.02 g/cm3. The
radius was selected with consideration for the beam port size,
while the height was chosen in light of one side length of the de-
tector. Combined shielding layers play a role in decreasing back-
ground particles e g-rays and neutrons. The shielding layers
surrounding the box-shaped inner space measured to
32 � 32 � 40 cm3 consist of a 5 cm-thick of high-density poly-
ethylene (HDPE, outer), a 5 cm-thick lead, and a 1 mm-thick cad-
mium (inner). The HDPE layer decelerates high-energy background
neutrons; then the thermalized background neutrons could be
absorbed in the cadmium layer. The lead layer shields background
g-rays.
detection system.
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For safety, the PNF is surrounded by a 60.96 to 91.44 cm-thick-
ness shielding barrier made of ordinary concrete to reduce dose
leakages [17].
3. Beam and sample characteristic

Because of complicated geometries, the Monte Carlo simulation
requires a significant amount of time to reach a final result. Two
phases were applied to reduce the unnecessary running time. The
first phase is the MCNPX simulation for the optimized PNF geom-
etry using the ENDF/B-VII.1 cross-section library [18]. The second
phase sets the detector responses of particle interactions within
sample materials by the GATE simulation employing high precision
models such as G4NeutronHPInelastic and G4NeutronHPCapture
for the cross-section data [19]. Based on the optimal PNF geometry
discussed in the previous section, inwardly traveling flux at the
innermost surfaces of the detection system calculated by the
MCNPXwas set as the source for the GATE simulation in the second
phase.

The optimized PNF was designed for the maximized production
of primary thermal neutrons and the minimized yield of back-
ground neutrons at the innermost surfaces of the detection system.
The neutrons produced by the neutron generator at the center of
the PNF were passing through the fueled graphite monolith, the
moderating layer, and the shielding layers of the detection system;
then, the surface neutron fiux reached the innermost surfaces of
the detection system was calculated considering of various factors
such as the configuration of fuel pins and the design and type of
materials for themoderating layer. Both thermalized and optimized
factors were defined to determine the thermalized level of the
source neutrons and the optimization level of the system. To assess
the optimized level of the system, three parameters were consid-
ered: 1) the ratio of thermalized neutrons on the innermost surface
of the beam port of the detection system, 2) the flux of thermal
neutrons on the innermost surface of the beam port of the detec-
tion system, and 3) the energy range of the total neutron flux on the
innermost surfaces of the detection chamber, excluding neutrons
passing through the beam port.

Since only thermal neutrons passing through the beam port lead
to foreground radiative capture events, the maximized thermal
neutron flux is a significant barometer. The thermalization factor,
LTF, presents a ratio of the number of thermal neutrons to the
number of total neutrons passing through the beam port and is
Fig. 3. LTF and LOF versus the number of fuel pin columns removed (See Fig. 3 for
geometry).
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defined by:

LTF ¼
∅Thermal

∅Tot
¼

ð

Thermal

fðEÞdE
ð

Total

fðEÞdE
¼ 1� 1

Rcd
; (1)

where Rcd, cadmium ratio, is the ratio of the number of all energies
of neutrons getting the detector to the number of neutrons when
the detector is covered with the cadmium, fTot is all energies of
neutron flux on the inner surface of the beam port of the detection
system, fThermal is thermal neutron flux with the energy of
0.0025 eV or below on the inner surface of the beam port of the
detection system, and f(E) is the energy-dependent flux. With
background neutrons passing through the innermost surfaces of
the detection chamber, the optimized factor is further defined by:

LOF ¼ LTF � ∅Thermal
∅Background

¼ LTF �

ð

Thermal

fðEÞdE
ð

Total

fðEÞdE
; (2)

where fBackground is all energies of the neutron flux on the inner
surfaces of the detection chamber, except for the neutrons
traversing the beam port. Fig. 2 shows a diagram of the detection
system for the definition of the optimized geometry. Multiple cal-
culations of the neutron flux of the innermost surfaces of the
detection systemwere performed by the MCNPX simulations using
the F2 tally option for the averaged scalar flux of the particles over a
surface [7], then the thermalization and the optimization factors
were determined in consideration of the number of fuel pin col-
umns removed and effect of moderating layer.

Fission reaction increases neutron production; then, thermal-
ized neutrons react with the uranium fuel pins, increasing the
neutron production. The fuel arrangement of the PNF, therefore, is a
significant factor considered. MCNPX simulations based on
different configurations of fuel pins, ranging from no fuel to the
fully-fueled state, were performed multiple times, then the ther-
malization factor and the optimization factor were calculated. Fig. 3
represents the calculated thermalization factor, LTF, and optimiza-
tion factor, LOF, versus the number of fuel pins removed. The ther-
malization factor increases sharply then becomes stable when six
columns of fuel pins closest to the detection system are removed.
Because the ratio of neutrons produced by fission reactions with a
range of energies between 1 and 10 MeV [20] decreases as the
columns of fuel pins close to the detection system are removed.
This process also causes to decrease the background neutron flux.
The optimization factor curve also shows a similar tendency with
the thermalization factor curve, reaching a maximum value when
eight columns of fuel pins are removed. After this maximum, the
optimization factor decreases as more fuel pin columns are
removed due to the thermalization of the fission neutrons by the
fuel pins of the PNF at the innermost surface of the beam port of the
detection system. With more fuel pins, the fast and epithermal
neutrons compared to the thermal neutrons at the innermost sur-
face of the beam port increase due to the short distance between
the fuel pins and the innermost surface. Vice versa, the fast and
epithermal neutrons rarely reach the innermost surface of the
beam port; then, the ratio of the thermal neutrons to the total
yielded neutrons at the innermost surface of the beam port is
highest, but the actual number of the thermal neutrons is smallest.

Types of materials for the moderating layer were investigated
for increasing the thermalized neutrons at the innermost surface of
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the beam port of the detection system and decreasing the back-
ground neutrons. For this, a moderating layer was defined and
located in the graphite monolith and at the border of the detection
system, as shown in Fig. 1. The materials for the moderating layer
considered were boron carbide, borated polyethylene, water, heavy
water, polyethylene, deuterated polyethylene, and beryllium,
which are usually used as the shielding and moderating materials.
The different materials for the moderating layer were simulated to
further determine the optimization factor and the thermalization
factor. Monte Carlo simulations using different thicknesses e 0,
2.54, 5.08, and 10.16 cm - were performed to determine the optimal
thickness of the material for the moderating layer, and a 2.54-cm
thick layer was selected as the optimum thickness. The results of
these simulations are represented in Table 1. Both diffusion length
and Fermi age are principal factors deciding if a material has a good
moderating characteristic. The diffusion length corresponds to the
average distance traversed by the particle from birth to the ab-
sorption, while Fermi age is defined as the mean square distance
when slowing down of the fission neutrons. Using polyethylene
compared to other materials, the optimization factor reached the
maximum because of the smallest Fermi age and diffusion length as
opposed to the other materials. For example, the diffusion length
and Fermi age of the polyethylene are 2.12 cm and 19.8 cm2,
respectively, while those of the water are 2.85 cm and 27.0 cm2

[21e23]. The fast and epithermal neutrons are moderated to ther-
mal neutrons as they pass through the moderating layer and are
absorbed by the cadmium liner of the PNF; then, fewer background
neutrons are emittedwhen using the polyethylene compared to the
other materials. This is due to the hydrogen atoms in polyethylene
causingmultiple collisions with fast and epithermal neutrons; thus,
both neutrons lost energy and were moderated to thermal energy
level. The thickness of the moderating layer is also investigated in
the case of polyethylene.

As shown in the left picture of Fig. 4, the thermalized neutrons at
the innermost surfaces of the beam port were defined as the pri-
mary neutrons since these neutrons were needed to interact with
the sample material. Except for these neutrons, all other particles
including g-rays were defined as the background particles. The
right picture of Fig. 4 represents the energy spectrum of the pri-
mary neutrons at the innermost surface of the beam port of the
detection system in a 3-D parameter space of energy and angular
distribution. It shows over 90% of the primary neutrons are ther-
malized based on the MCNPX result. This large percentage of
thermal neutrons is due to the PNF geometry, which was optimized
for beam specification with the best arrangement of the fuel fins
and the moderating layer material. The number of thermal neu-
trons tends to decrease dramatically with an increasing angle. The
thermal neutrons traversing the beam port tended to go straight
without any interactions, while the other thermal neutrons scat-
tered by the beam port wall had lost their energies. In other words,
the beam port influences the beam intensity and distribution angle,
which, in turn, affects the thermal neutron production. At the
innermost surface of the beam port, most thermal neutrons with a
Table 1
Thermalization factors and optimization factors of different materials for moder-
ating layer.

Material for moderating layer LTF LOF

Boron Carbide 0.88 151
5 % Borated Polyethylene 0.87 136
30 % Borated Polyethylene 0.87 136
Water 0.90 174
Heavy Water 0.88 145
Polyethylene 0.90 187
Deuterated Polyethylene (CD2) 0.88 129
Beryllium 0.88 151
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small portion of fast and epithermal neutrons were passing
through with a smaller angular distribution. The fast and epi-
thermal neutrons being able to strike the innermost surface of the
beam port did so without any significant interactions with the
materials for the moderating and shielding layers.

Human breast tissues were modeled as biological samples e

both cancerous and normal tissues. As shown in Table 2, both
samples are mainly composed of the same chemical elements but
have relatively different concentrations. Some trace elements, such
as sodium (Na), chlorine (Cl), potassium (K), and calcium (Ca), differ
significantly between normal and cancerous breast tissues because
cancer influences the physiological functions of the human body,
which results in the variation of the concentrations of the trace
elements between the malignant and normal tissues. This research
focuses on one of the trace elements, chlorine, since it has a strong
signal of the characteristic g-rays by thermal neutron capture re-
actions and is relatively abundant in the human body [24,25].

4. Neutron and g-ray interactions with the sample

Both primary neutrons and background particles contribute to
the interactions with sample and detector materials. The left pic-
ture of Fig. 5 shows all neutron interactions with the sample and
the detector considered. Primary neutrons have a much higher
probability of interacting with the sample than the background
neutrons. (1) ~ (3) indicate the g-ray interactions with the detector
after neutron capture reactions by the sample. Only g-rays from (3)
could be used as detection signals as a result of neutron capture
reactions for the specific trace element, chlorine, of the sample.
(4) ~ (9) are categorized as the background signals since the neu-
trons interact with the detector directly; then, the capture g-rays
are produced and interact with the detector. (4) ~ (6) show the
scattered neutrons by the sample; then, they are captured by the
detector. The neutrons of (7) ~ (9) are captured directly by the
detector without any interactions with the sample. Thus, the signal
peak relies on the photoelectrons in the detector, and the photo-
electric effect caused by the g-rays created from the neutron cap-
ture reactions with the sample. Except for these electrons, all
created particles could be defined as the background particles. As
shown in the left picture of Fig. 5, g-rays created by the interactions
with shielding materials could be getting the detector with or
without interactions with the sample. All g-rays are categorized as
background particles. (1) ~ (4) represent the g-ray interactions in
the detector after scattering in the sample. In the cases of (5) ~ (9),
the g-rays interact directly with the detector without any in-
teractions with the sample.

5. Results and discussion

The g-ray energy spectra for both tumorous and normal tissues
of the breast as well as the spectrum without any sample were
obtained, as shown in Fig. 6. The primary neutrons with back-
grounds particles were generated, and the CdTe detector was used
to derive the g-ray signals by the neutron interactions with the
sample. The g-ray spectrum with no sample was used to study the
contributions of the trace element, chlorine, to the signal peaks.
Comparing to the g-ray energy spectrum with no sample, the
contribution of some elements such as hydrogen, chlorine, and
nitrogen in the sample could be explained. The peaks at 2.23 MeV
(#2), 6.12 MeV (#9), 7.80 MeV (#10), 8.58 MeV (#11), and
10.84 MeV (#13) were thought to have originated from the sample.
Especially, the three peaks at 6.12 MeV (#9), 7.80 MeV (#10),
8.58 MeV (#11) were involved in the trace element, chlorine. The
rest of the peaks came from neutron interaction with the shielding
materials of the detection system and the self-absorption of the



Fig. 4. Generating primary neutrons and background particles at the inner surfaces (left) and energy spectrum of primary neutrons at the innermost surface of the beam port of the
detection system (right). The yellow arrows represent the primary neutrons while the blue arrows represent the background particles. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Table 2
The element concentrations for normal and tumor breast tissue [26].

Element Normal Tissue Tumor Tissue

Mass Fraction Mass (mg) Mass Fraction Mass (mg)

H 0.105407 6052.83 0.103909 5966.82
C 0.330143 18957.91 0.325452 18688.52
N 0.029832 1713.06 0.029408 1688.72
O 0.524053 30092.83 0.516606 29665.21
Na 0.003969 227.91 0.007777 446.58
Al 0.000014 0.82 0.000022 1.27
Cl 0.004227 242.73 0.008359 480.00
K 0.001913 109.85 0.007628 438.02
Ca 0.000177 10.19 0.000438 25.17
Mn 0.000001 0.05 0.000001 0.07
Fe 0.000210 12.04 0.000306 17.54
Co 0.000000 0.03 0.000001 0.04
Zn 0.000025 1.44 0.000044 2.54
Br 0.000015 0.87 0.000025 1.46
Rb 0.000013 0.74 0.000023 1.30

Fig. 5. Diagrams of the neutron (left) and g-ray (right) interactions with sample and detector materials (Yellow: neutron, Black: g-ray, Red: electron, Green: positron, Gray:
annihilation g-ray). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. The g-ray energy spectra using primary neutrons and background particles
with the CdTe detector for both tumor and normal tissues of the breast as well as no
sample.
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Fig. 7. Energy deposition by individual particles with and without the sample (left) and energy deposition difference between with and without the sample (right). The energy
deposition differences for each particle represent the subtractions of the deposited energy with sample by the deposited energy without sample.
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neutrons in the detector material [27].
When comparing both spectra for tumorous and normal tissues,

there is a gap in the count area at those peaks made up of the
chlorine. These peaks came from the neutron capture g-ray emis-
sion reaction with chlorine in the sample of the breast tissue. Since
chlorine has a large cross-section for neutron capture g-ray reac-
tion, the chlorine peaks are more clearly discriminated than for
those of the other trace elements [26,28]. As shown in Table 2, the
concentrations of sodium and potassium are as high as that of
chlorine. Those peaks for both elements could not be observed in
the spectra, however, due to their low neutron capture cross-
section. It is very difficult to observe the signal peaks of chlorine
in the low energy range because of the high background g-ray
signals by interactions with the materials for the shielding and
moderating layers. The background g-ray signals tend to decrease
as the energy increases. Therefore, the peaks in the range of high
energy are easy to be differentiated than the peaks in the low en-
ergy range due to low background signals. In this case, contribu-
tions to the signature peaks at 6.12, 7.80, and 8.58 MeV are
dominated by the interactions of the primary neutrons.

There should be multiple interactions by neutrons and g-rays in
the detector, as shown in Fig. 5. The secondary particles created by
the photoelectric interactions with the detector contribute to the
signals for the characteristic g-ray detection. Since the deposited
energy by primary g-rays is equal to the energy of the ionized
secondary particles, the deposited energy of the secondary parti-
cles including electrons, positrons, and g-rays (annihilation) could
be calculated. Particle sources were classified in the primary neu-
trons, background neutrons, and background g-rays. Using GATE
simulations, the deposited energy by individual particles e g-ray,
positron, and electron e was calculated. Therefore, the energy
deposition contribution by each particle source was analyzed in
consideration of each secondary particle created by source particle
interactions with and without the sample.

The left picture of Fig. 7 shows the deposited energies by the
individual particles with and without the sample of breast cancer.
In both cases, the deposited energy by the background g-ray source
Table 3
The count ratio of signal peaks between tumor and normal tissues of the breast (109 par

Energy (MeV) Total Counts for Normal Tissue

6.12 2700 ± 152
7.80 2255 ± 72
8.58 5563 ± 79
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is highest. Then, comes the primary neutrons and the background
neutrons in that order. Most energy is deposited by the secondary
electrons emitted by the particle source interactions. Only the
secondary g-rays (annihilation) and the positrons created by par-
ticle interactions occupied in a small part. Since the CdTe detector
has a higher probability of absorbing photoelectrons and Zeff, the
deposited energy when using the background g-ray source is
higher. When using the primary and background neutron sources,
more neutrons are captured, and more characteristic g-rays are
emitted due to the high neutron absorption cross-section of the
cadmium atom; then, more secondary particles are created and
absorbed [9,29].

The right graph of Fig. 7 shows the energy deposition difference
between with and without the sample. Since most primary neu-
trons are passing through to the sample, their contribution is
highest; then the background g-rays come. The energy deposition
contributed by the interaction of the primary neutrons with the
sample occupies around 6% (2.47 eV/cm3). Thus, the primary neu-
trons contribute much more to the energy deposition compared to
background particles. Among these energy deposition values, only
the energies of 3.25 � 10�3 eV/cm3 are deposited by the photo-
electric effect at the signal peak of 8.58 MeV. The energy deposition
by the background neutrons decreases with the inserted sample
because of the screen phenomenon. Some g-rays emitted from the
background neutron capture reactions in the detector are going
straight to another detector on the other side without interactions
in the current detector. When the sample is inserted, some of these
g-rays are absorbed before reaching the detector on the other side.
Thus, the g-rays interacting with the detector at the other side in
the inserted sample decrease compared to those g-rays without the
sample.

Peak area difference at the specific energy between tumor and
normal tissues could be a standard for the abnormality of the tissue.
The chlorine peaks observed at the energies of 6.12, 7.80, and
8.58 MeV could be used for the detection of abnormality.

The count area ratios for each energy level were calculated using
the average peak count area and the standard deviation in the peak
ticles).

Total Counts for Tumor Tissue Ratio

6500 ± 158 2.41 ± 0.15
3175 ± 77 1.41 ± 0.06
11,669 ± 110 2.10 ± 0.04
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count area. As shown in Fig. 6, the peak count areas of the tumor
tissue at the specific energies such as 6.12, 7.80, and 8.58 MeV are
larger than those of the normal tissue at the same energy levels.
Table 3 represents the count ratio of signal peaks between tumor
and normal tissues for specific energies e 6.12, 7.80, 8.58 MeV, and
each count area ratio is calculated by,
Count Area Ratio ¼ Total Counts of Tumor Tissue at Specif ic Energy Peak
Total Counts of Normal Tissue at Specif ic Energy Peak

: (3)
The count area ratio could be an indication of the discrimination
rate for both tumor and normal tissues. Because the concentration
of chlorine in the tumor tissue is almost twice that in the normal
tissue, the calculated count ratio should be close to 2. As shown in
Table 3, the count area ratios are consistent as approximately 2 in
all energy levels.

6. Conclusion

Through this research, the optimized PNF was designed to
maximize the production of thermal neutrons. A novel concept for
strengthening the sensitivity of the characteristic g-rays by
neutron-material interactions was proposed. Furthermore, this
research could be a guideline for the medical application using the
PGNAA method by investigating interactions of multiple particles
created by neutron-induced.

Due to a relatively high background particle concentration,
there was a limitation on using other trace elements except for
chlorine. It is difficult to use the other trace elements since their
characteristic g-ray peaks from neutron capture reactions are in the
range of lower energy level of the spectrum, which overlappedwith
backgrounds. Therefore, minimizing the background particles and
finding more trace elements, which have large neutron capture
cross-sections for high-energy g-rays, are a top priority for future
research. Additionally, this research was processed using only
Monte Carlo simulations. The same experiments under the same
situations defined this research should be carried out. The sample
defined in this research has uniform elemental distribution while
the actual tissue has not. In the real experiment, this in-
homogeneity could give an effect on the calculation.
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